MY HEALING STORY

My path of re-membrance began with my own healing journey and continues to unfold.

As a curious student of life I am truly inspired by the incredible people I work
with and all of the richness, discovery, insights, intimacy, beauty, depth and
mutual growth available in connection and relationship.



THE BEGINNING, OF THIS TIME AROUND
I was born on Jan 2nd 1982, a breech babe, delivered via C-section in a hospital after a long
arduous labor. I was taken away from my mother immediately after I was born for 24 hours.
They said I had hip dysplasia. Turns out, I popped my hip back into place by myself in the nic
unit. I was a colic baby, with eczema, and lots of pain in my body.
I would have no conscious understanding or memory about my birth, the first year and a half of
my life and its imprints and impacts on my behavior until I turned 27. This is the reason I am
bringing it in here, as a part of my healing story. Because of the significance it holds around
strengths and struggles, gifts and shadows. Also to bring in the significance our birth upholds
for all of us.
The Zulu’s call any sickness we ecru or challenging births we may suffer- our ” calling”. For the
Zulu’s, all babies born with challenges and complications during their birth are recognized to
have a dharma of being healers.
My parents split up when I was 2. My Dad didn’t make it to my birth. He’s a musician, he was in
the middle of playing a gig. He didn’t stop the show to make it to my birth. The relationship
between my parents was tumultuous toward the end. They were together for 7 or 8 years. The
grief in the field and in my mother’s heart was profound and immense around the divorce. I
had semi-regular visits with my father, which usually felt quite lonely for me. My dad wasn’t
very good at connection. My Yaiya (matriarchal grandmother) watched after me a lot. We had a
very strong, loving, meaningful bond.
I got toxic shock syndrome and almost died when I was 3. I was encouraged to stay by the
graces of god.. Because I had work to do here. My soon to be step-dad and mother got together
just around the time before I got sick. They had been dating for a year before I knew they were
“together” I knew him because he co-owned a convenience store close by my house. My mom
would walk there with me in the stroller to buy the paper and coffee some mornings. I think
that experience they shared with me being sick, and how he showed up strengthened their
bond. I remember trusting him and liking him a lot. I felt his heart. I felt his care. He saw me, he
got me and was able to connect with me.
All this to say, not as another sad story about a f’ed up childhood, ha, but for context around
the story of my healing journey.
I mean, we all have all kinds of experiences in our stages of life that shape us and our paths.
This was mine. At the crux of the feelings, sensations, emotions, sexuality, creativity, and
patterns are the relationships and experiences that consciously and unconsciously shape our
life experiences.
From an early age, curiosity, relationships, and my connection to spirit have been something
that inspired me. When I was a child, I'd be tracking the room, sensitive to what others were
feeling. I was tracking who had big voices, who was quiet, or who went unnoticed. Who was

paying attention, who wasn’t. I had a soft spot for the people on the fringes. Advocacy and
inclusivity was something that has always been in my heart.
As a teen growing up in NYC, I found refuge in the quietness, stillness, peace and sanctity of
Flushing Cemetery, the aliveness and freshness of spring and summer time filled with bright
pink azaleas, the sweet smell of honeysuckle and Lilies of the valley and lush flourishing fauna.
In the winter, it was another universe.. Laying down under a tree, all bundled up on a fresh
layer of shimmer, surrounded by the fluffy, white, rainbow iridescent, glittery, untouched
snow. Suspended inside a globe of stillness and silence. This cemetery was right next to a
Native American burial ground. Another Powerful site.
I spent a lot of time in the cared for, manicured gardens. I found deep comfort and lots of
inspiration there. I felt supported.
There was something life affirming, by the ways nature spoke and reflected the deepest truths
through the metaphors of the manifestation of the waking dream. The stories and the secrets
that were felt, the mysterious, the obvious, the hidden. The whispers, songs, the pains, and
cries, confusions, frustrations, the joys, and tenderness. I was in communication with the souls
in that place. I could feel the full spectrum of the journeys these people with headstones
marking their existence have been on.
The beauty and pains we all share in this human experience...Learning that emotions are the
one language that all humans share...the fight those ancestors fought.. Someone's beloved...
feeling and hearing the resonance of the stories that resided in the infinite echos coming from
the souls buried there. All the soul and aliveness in this multidimensional Agora we are
unknowingly walking in ..Made me realize that we are all just guests here on earth among all
the beings out of body.
By the time I was 13 there was a sadness I was carrying in my heart. I felt like the whole world
was being suppressed and suppressing me, I felt a deep despair. I had self hatred and anger
inside me that I did not feel safe to talk about…
I felt angry about the way school, culture and society was imposing an achievement and
comparison oriented way of living up to what others ideas of success were that was imposed on
us... It all just felt wrong.
They even had letters assigned to the classes based upon how "smart" you were. "A" was for the
real "gifted" students, and K for the derelicts ...I translated this to myself as, “ A” kids were the
ones who had great memorisation and test-taking skills. K kids had other kinds of gifts, street
smarts and creativity. It still had an impact on me and the other students on a deeper
psychological level.
This was the "smartness classification system" That the NYC public school system went by, at
I.S. 25.
Home life had its own challenges. The chaos of growing up in a loud household of
Greek/Jewish, Queens/Brooklynites yelling their opinions and objections. Everyone's yelling

and no one is actually listening. Everyone having different needs with no idea how to ask for
them. Nonetheless, believe they can actually have them met, nor the communication skills that
they were able to get them met without fighting, yelling, insulting, sarcastically riding and
jabbing each other. I think this was the way my parents unconscuoisly released their pent up
rage, unprocessed trauma and sexual/primal energy. There was lots of deep wounding and
multigenerational trauma bonding being played out. They came from a generation where it was
normalized to suppress and diminish a child’s will -”Spare the rod spoil the child”. So they were
victims of that kind of treatment as young people in the 50’s and 60’s.
My solution to dealing with the chaos was to either retreat, or get involved and be the referee
and/or parent my parents
To deal with all the anguish and confusion in my soul I’d cut myself, and starve myself to be as
thin as possible. I felt shame for having hips and curves. This was during the 90's when heroin
addicted and androgynous was "beautiful and cool". Something about the "art" the "expression"
of the sadness and pain in these NYTimes Sunday Styles spreads, made me feel connected to it.
Mom was concerned about my narrative and interest in this “look” and saw the way it was
influencing my 12 year old self. She told me about how this is brainwashing and glamorizing
illness, self harm and addiction. I saw myself in the pain of these young super emaciated
androgynous people. It felt rebellious to me. I decided around this time I would like to work in
the fashion industry. Which happened later in my 20’s.
My mother was concerned. S he went to my school and asked the school guidance counselor if
she’d meet with me once a week. The counselor made it ok for me to be feeling the way I was
feeling without gaslighting or wronging me. I appreciated her effort, and also didn't fully trust
her. But It was good to have some adult to talk to.
Mom held a strong ground around boundaries and truth telling. Which I appreciated. She
stuck to her word, and gave calmer more grounded reflections when I did tell the truth.
Her way supported a sense of trust safety and care and gave me enough space to explore
but not hurt myself or fall too far off track.
My Mother
As I was growing up in Queens, my mom was a capable and resourceful self employed,
business woman. She eventually juggled 2 beauty supply stores. She had anywhere between
7-15 employees in each store at a time. She took them all under her wing. One of them
stayed with us for a brief while in the 90’s in a transition/breakup, and another lived with
her for months in a rough patch a few years back. That is the kind of woman she is. She
used to say, “You gotta give respect to get respect.” Many of her employees stayed upward
of 15 years, and ultimately, two of them bought the stores from her when she retired.
From 5 years old I spent time growing up in my mom’s booth at Caesar's Bay Baazar Flea
Market in Sheepshead Bay, Brooklyn before she had the two stores, in Bay Ridge and
Greenpoint. I was helping by stocking, organizing and cleaning shelves in those earlier
years. By 12/13 I was deftly helping customers choose lipsticks and makeup as well as hair

color choices to fix the color they messed up doing it themselves. All the while my mom
impacted on me, a solid work ethic, integrity and street smarts.
She told me again and again in her no-bullshit Queens accent, the mantras, “Take initiative,
show up, look around at what needs to be done, and start doing it.”, “Be humble” “Do the
right thing. “There’s no such thing as ‘I can’t.’ Do you mean you won’t or don’t want to? “
You can do anything” “Tell me the truth and I won’t get mad.” Trust is always earned,
healthy relationships are built on trust. You break the trust, it's very hard to get it back.”
“You need to be sure you can take care of yourself in all areas of life and be independent.”
She taught me how to use a checking account and pay bills by the time I was 15. She gave
me the foundations of the woman I am today.
She’s been through a long journey of imbuing the truth and trust of the wisdom she has
inside her to move through cultural prisons and emotional barriers, Like my Grandmother,
she’s the consigliere of many.

SEEKING A NORTH STAR


I was seeking more connection to the guiding forces I knew existed. I was looking for something
to believe in.
Something or someone that will help me find the meaning of life.
I set that intention.
I didn't know it exactly at the time, but I wanted to learn how to pray.
I knew someone/thing was listening.
My family was not spiritual. My step dad, who came into my life at 3.5, was an atheist, my mom
had some kind of connection, but didn't really talk about it much. Mom had her own doubts....
After a couple of weekends at the Greek Orthodox Sunday school. That didn't land. I stopped
going.
Next try was the UU. I had a lot of fun at the United Unitarian Church. Hearing the stories and
myths they told from different cultures, religions and books. The UU felt inclusive to me. It
made space for everyone’s stories and beliefs.
There was a curious and creative vibe there. We did arts and crafts, they welcomed us to ask
questions and there was no shaming or guilting.

Still curious about God and spirituality, I began to go to the spiritual and occult section in the
Barnes and Noble near my house, and discovered Wicca. This I resonated with.
Living in sync with the Cycles of nature! Earth Worship! Rituals! Prayers! Offerings & Magic!?
and recipes!? I'm in! This spoke to my heart. Living in Reciprocity with nature, now this made
sense to me.
This was the beginning of me learning how to work with myself, with source, and with prayer.

CALL AND RESPONSE


At 16 I had an experience with Mushrooms that changed my life. I had no idea what I was doing.
I ate a huge amount of mushrooms, probably about 7 grams with my 110lb frame. That
subconscious initiation I called in and didn't know it, brought me through my first memorable
ego death.
The mushroom showed me, I wasn't who I thought I was. It taught me about the illusions of the
constructs of my persona, the illusory timeline of my perceived "life/existence"and the straight
up malleability of time and density. I was not able to fully articulate this at the time, but it was
showing me through direct transmission.
It taught me about angels and guides, and mine whom Ive had all along, and that they would
change..
The mushroom was inviting me into everything I was asking to learn about. It was so intense,
emotional, and so deeply humbling.
I was being called to be a forever student of the vast unknown of the multiverse. I was in awe. I
was uncontrollably feeling fully, every emotion a human can possibly feel. Like going through
the cycles of an emotional cyclone or washing machine, making all of it one giant big thing, I
felt every emotion simultaneously. It was separating me from it while showing me I am it at the
same time, and everyone is just that too.
It showed me who my parents were on a stripped down emotional level. My friends, my
Dog...etc. It was teaching me about telepathy and teaching me how to trust and hone my
psychic capacities.
It was teaching me about the beauty of the human experience, the interconnected breath and
harmony of all sentient beings and the infinite symphony of death rebirth and the harmonics of
the Organicity of it all.
This was the answer to my prayer.

I began to work with the mushroom intentionally, with much reverence and respect.
The mushroom sessions were counseling sessions with the divine for me.
Another really cool thing I'm so grateful for today is what the mushroom showed us about
group geniusMe and a couple of close friends would get together and go inside.
We would have deep conversations about the different truths and revelations that we were
learning.
We would ask big questions and then unpack the answers the mushroom told us.
This is the foundation and the big takeaway learning and implementation around the group
work I do today with the cohorts Roger and I work with.


SORTA SLEEPY ON THE DOWNSIDE OF UP
In my 20's I lost track of myself a bit. I partied a lot. Saturday nights on MDMA at the limelight
were my weekly church visits.
I got to process a lot with people in those spaces as well.
I would find myself outside on a stoop somewhere with people delving deep into emotions,
memories, patterns and in tender spaces of deep intimate heart connections into the wee hours
of the morning.
These conversations were a part of “my church” experience. This was my community. It was
rich and meaningful to me. To be able to connect on a deep soul level with people. Real
vulnerability, and tenderness.
When I was 20, I got into a relationship with a man that lasted 7 years.
I started to lose myself. I was getting sucked into what other people's ideas for me were. What
other people wanted me to be. Between my family business and my partner’s idea’s of what an
ideal life was like. .
There was lots of anxiety alive in the field and in me.
 ere I am. 22 years old. I Dropped out of FIT. Being there just didn't resonate with me. I went
H
for Fashion Merchandising Management. I thought I wanted to be a fashion buyer and wardrobe
stylist. I thought it to be a genius way to keep shopping without having to spend my own
money. Then I realized the whole thing was not as glamorous as I thought and couldn't imagine

spending my time and life force in a cubicle somewhere off of 7th avenue working a Mon-Fri

gig, needing to ask someone for my 1 week vacation...etc. Felt like a prison to me.
Not to mention the underlying messages in the fashion industry, and what it is to be in an
image conscious industry putting lots of cultural prisons onto women. I Didn't want to
participate in that toxicity.
I knew how to cut hair, I just always did... I loved it! It brought me joy . The deep intimate
nature of it, the creativity of it. I started doing people's hair in the back of my mom's beauty
supply store. Before I knew it, I had built an amazing clientele of people I adored and loved
seeing, and had a full book with waitlists, and 2 assistants.
I was scouted by a sales rep, and hired to start teaching color techniques and haircuts for
ISO(Shiseido) in salons and at beauty expos and working fashion shows and editorial shoots..
Working in the salon was super fun. The shows and editorial shoots were not as fun to me. A lot
of hurry up and wait without the space for deeper connection.
All the different work schedules and travel, It was all getting stressful and exhausting as I was
getting spread really thin.
I had terrible boundaries and couldn't say no. I was way overbooked and overworked. My
partner at the time was working. He got a job out of AD college with a pharmaceutical
advertising agency. I was perplexed.. it went against his beliefs. But he “wanted to make
money” and have the job title, and the “respect”. He was under tons of stress himself, working
12 hrs a day to “earn his worth” up the corporate ladder. This was someone who was was a punk
skater guy with social justice fire in his heart who caved into the system. He thought he needed
to get on a bunch of pharma meds in order for him to suppress his truth and what his body was
telling him through stress and bad habits to “ keep working”.
My mom was encouraging me to take over the business, but I knew it was not for me.
I started having physical symptoms. I lost my voice totally and completely for 9 days. I
developed what a doctor diagnosed as acid reflux disease, I woke up super nauseous every
morning puking bile for months.


MY SOUL WAS EXPLODING


I knew I needed to make changes, I was stuck, sick, overwhelmed.
I had become disconnected from the wounding and false will I was moving from. I was
resentful, angry. I was compensating for what I was feeling underneath by suppressing my
feelings with cannabis, more work,and buying things I didn't need.

I needed help, so I found a therapist.
Sandra Albukrek. Sandra opened a window for me and helped me to see my own roadblocks,
and that they weren't necessarily true or real. She helped me process my emotions, and taught
me how to process my emotions, made me feel safe to process my emotions. She provided the
missing experience for me.
She validated my life experiences and the impact they had. She helped me sort through
emotional impacts and that it wasn't shameful or unusual to be feeling the way I was feeling.
She gave me the courage and strength and clarity to start to make drastic changes in my life.
She was a window into my authenticity, emotional processing and truth.
I left that relationship, and left the family business.


TRUE TO MY SPIRIT TRUE TO MY TRUTH
I t was a huge step for me to be asserting my own truth in the face of so many push pull forces in
my life.
For the first time I was advocating for myself and my own growth and preferences.
But sometimes life gives you one last test to make sure you really mean what you’re
saying….
I got back together with and married to my high school boyfriend (we’d been friends since we
were 14) I had a different kind of hope and dream for that relationship. To grow together, to be
committed to our healing and self actualisation, committed to our spiritual growth and our
purposes.. He had been through so much change in his life at that time. He was sober for 6 years
and he was doing spiritual service work, and was connected to his soul and to spirit in a big way
when we had initially gotten back together.
Then, he started to drink again and became abusive.
I realized what I was perceiving as my "strengths" were just compensations... coping strategies
for a much deeper pain: my "strength," my ability to "see people's potential", the "best in
everyone and everything,"and my ability to hold and carry all this intensity"
It was another test from God, a choice I was being given, to settle into the same family
patterning and weird unhealthy codependent behaviors, to try and "save" this person and "help
them". No.

It was a big test around my boundaries and self worth. He wasn't going to clean up, I knew in
my heart I couldn't trust him. It was a 1 year stint. I was 28. I thought That was was it, we were
going to do the thing. No…
That jolting disappointment, and disillusioned hope I had for that relationship. The clarity
around what that experience came into my life to show me, and the choice I made to say
absolutely not, was the catapult for me toward massive growth.
This was the space I was giving my soul to know myself and have a different experience
That heartbreak was a gift.
It brought so much clarity
It was my soul's impulse to bring a deeper awareness toward those wounds within me that were
creating those loops in my perceptual and experiential reality.
and to finally direct all my life activities in that direction of my YES


WHO'S THE LEVIATHAN?


I began consistently working with Anne, an 80 year old Transpersonal Spiritual healer and
Somatic Therapist, a wise elder and meditation teacher in her sweet apartment in Greenwich
Village.
She helped me learn through my own body, through Gestalt therapy, more about earlier
experiences and how my unconscious was re-creating the feelings and somatic memories of
loss, rejection, anger, intrusion, and grief that I was finding in my emotional memory body.
I was both trying to avoid the feelings and creating them through the lens I was perceiving
them through at same time.
This was the beginning of me becoming more keenly aware of the trauma at the crux of my
being and how it plays itself out.
It would be sometime I'd be able to fully verbalize and really understand what was going on,
but it was here I started to get a sense of how deep I needed to look.
I am keen to meet the Leviathan at the bottom of this ocean. I want to see it. I'm going into the
cave. I'm going to find the dragon and I'm going to find the treasure. I'm not hiding or running
from myself or from my life.
I'm going straight towards it.

"It is only by facing ourselves directly that life opens up.
Later that year my dear sister friend Abbey Theis and I decided to stuff our backpacks and get
two plane tickets to Guatemala. No plan. We let the grace of synchronicity guide us the whole
way. We met many kindred spirits and walked through some huge soul upgrade experiences.
Coming back home to Brooklyn, I felt a deep calling. I had to go back to Guatemala. I gave away
and sold most of my belongings, left my job, sublet my apartment, and got on a plane.

This time, in Guatemala, I was about to dive into a core initiation. I first attended a mystery
school: Las Piramedes del KA. It was a fully immersive dive into a devoted meditation practice,
kundalini yoga, Kabbalah, occult mysticism, deep silent retreat, and dream practices in astral
travel and lucid dreaming. I also trained to become a bodyworker and received my Reiki
attunement that year as well.

After the Mystery school, I felt an incontrovertible soul calling to take a vision quest being
offered close-by in Atilitan, a darkness retreat. I was already in a profound emptiness from
being in sadhana 8-10 hours a day.
I was also incredibly physically weak and sick. I had a year's worth of parasites, E. coli, Giardia,
and brutal gut infections.
I saw clearly that these infections and bugs were, in their deepest sense, about my boundaries,
and some holes in my field. Leaky energy.
This young part I was getting to know better, the one who is in a survival strategy of looking
outside of herself for external validation of love and self-worth.

They were deep fears rooted in beliefs of unworthiness, that I needed to "do it right" to get love.
That was the "in" for the bugs.


THE DARK ROOM
I left my body in that dark room. My soul traveled through a portal of immense light, It was full
and total dissolving into pure peace with a loud sound akin to cicadas surrounding me that got
louder and louder as I moved through this void. It sounded like a cosmic reverberation, the
sound of creation. There was nothing to hold onto, no way to stop it. It took me, It was a force

so indescribable. I couldn't do anything but surrender to it. I understood, this is what dying
feels like. I was ready to go, to be taken.
It was a timeless, boundless Chaos, continuously creating and consuming itself on every sort of
scale with unimaginable power and ease and significance.
I heard layers of chanting in a language unfamiliar to me, and yet totally familiar. I become
enveloped completely in the warm embrace of infinite peace, the deepest silence, an infinite
ocean of unconditional pure love. It was a feeling beyond surrender that words cannot describe.
I was remembering something on a deeply cellular level.
The face of a bearded man appeared to me close up. And a voice repeated a name over and over
again loudly.
There was a knowing that I had died there that day. I didn't know it yet but what I had received
was a premonition, a guiding force, a blessing.
I didn’t know it then, but a year later, that face I saw would be my next partner, and person I’d
travel with for a year.

Everything had changed.


DESTINY


So many synchronicities opened up, one after another. Grace guided me to my new home in
central Mexico.
I connected with an incredible community. I had never experienced anything like it. I steeped
and explored my soul's interests and joys. I went back to making jewelry (silversmithing) and
immersed myself in studies.
I continued to make leaps into the unknown. I went on retreats, did many workshops to learn
more about breath work, and rebirth work, I did a Vipassana, detoxed, cleansed and helped my
gut. I began working with plant medicines again. I was steeped in my practices and trainings.
I had a session with a wise grandma, Sandy Subotnick, Astro-cartogropher.
I was curious about where my power lines lie in my chart. I was a free bird and had nothing to
lose.
I was on an adventure and riding on the wings of grace to lead me where I was supposed to be.

Sandy mentioned Hermosillo, Sonora Mexico... I had a power line there. She googled it and
described it to me, and it was in the desert, super hot and not very developed. She said, Hum
curious... I felt the same. I had no idea.
That was another crumb that was left for me. Layered on top of the premonition I received in
the dark room.
I was listening to the signs, following synchronicities and trusting the force that is bigger than
my own personal desires leading me. It was grace showing me, interacting with me. Leading me
to my destiny.



MR TOAD'S WILD RIDE


I'm sitting outside a cafe having coffee with a friend who's visiting from NY, And a friend drives
by and says, I was just about to call you! He's here! come to this address in an hour!
I had no idea what was about to happen to me, but I trusted my friends. They all had positive
experiences. They didn't articulate much about what it was like, But I could just feel the
propensity and immensity through them.
I felt it in my soul. A 100% yes to whatever that is.
I walk to this person's backyard a couple of blocks away from my place, solo.
I walk in, I'm greeted by a woman, and my friends are out back. I met for a very brief moment
the man who was about to serve me toad medicine.
He was quite aloof, and grumpily asked her for a trash can..
I was first to go.
He stood me up and did a little energy work on me, I guess to connect with me and my field. It
was brief... I was a little nervous but ready. He lit the pipe and told me to keep inhaling and
hold it.
All sense of myself, my body, this reality began to implode and fold in onto itself. It was so fast I
had no way to stop it. For a moment I heard myself say I'm sorry out loud. I was sure I was
dying. I felt sorry for the pain my mother would feel that I was gone. That was the only thread
of any kind of holding, and It was so fast and unstoppable and so deeply beautiful and infinite,

and soft and kind, and loving. I can hear his voice chanting in the distance, It was the chanting
I'd heard in the dark room. It was a very similar experience I'd had in the dark room.
I lost all consciousness and awareness of any sense of my earthly existence. It was all a dream.
None of it even happened and it did at the same time, and its happening in other places in other
dimensions. everything was an infinite echo, I began to come back into my body, I began to feel
the earth beneath my body, I was in full on orgastic bliss and sensuous joy and gratitude and
love. I woke up with my friend on top of me celebrating what I now knew. It was the most
immense feeling of rebirth and celebration of life and essence bliss. It was so much. SO much..
Then, someone went next!
I hung out a bit but felt like I needed quiet to just integrate what the fuck just happened to me.
I got lost on the way back to my house 2 blocks away. Finally made it. Was feeling confused
about the whole experience. Feeling both grateful and curious.
Something inside me was telling me I needed to go back. There was something else I was
supposed to move or learn.
So, I messaged him and he told me to come back the next day. So I did. I brought a friend with
me.
That experience was very different from the first. It was much more violent.
I went in and my body was trying to hold onto my identity. I heard myself repeating my name
over and over. I was both in it and watching myself be in it. He poured water on me to make my
stop saying my name again in the efforts my soul was trying to both hold myself in the process
and allow it at the same time, kicking screaming and riding through the throes of every
expression of the brutal pains that our ancestors have lived, and the pains of previous lives.
Murders, deaths, rapes. perpetrators, victims, I was processing the pain of humanity through
my vessel.
I was processing the violence I still had toward myself inside me... but I didn't know that at the
time.
I didn't quite get it. Everything was moving at mach 10, super fast.
I opened my eyes as I was starting to come back but still in it, scraped up soaking wet and
exhausted. He was there in front of me, with more, he looked at me, and I just breathed it in,
more processing more vomiting, more purging, It was too much to track, it was all just
happening. It was quite hellish but what I understood about all that in that moment was that I
was witnessing myself as a vessel, doing this for something bigger than me.. Its like there was
some warrior in me moving through this drudgery for the purification of the planet.
I later understood what I was trying to be shown at that time.

This whole idea of being a "warrior"
Martyrdom - the idea of suffering for the greatest good - being at the core of false will, bad
boundaries and coming from guilt and shame This is robbing people from having an experience
that is important for real growth.
and this idea of sacrifice, which is the saboteur, its self-pity, frustration, anger and blame. If we
expect or need someone to "change" in response to our offering, then we are co-dependent.
Everyone is the sole determiner of their own will. Our giving must therefore be void of "control
and manipulation," even toward what we "think" is best for someone else.
being "devoted"... Devoted to what? What stories? What emotional loops? What paradigms and
contexts? Where is it coming from? What are we perpetuating?
For me at that time, this idea of "warrior'' was coming from a place I was overriding my true
needs. It was quite masochistic.
We fear pleasure, the awareness of free and flowing energy, because we see movement as
threatening to the control we exercise with our mind and younger parts. We fear living because
it floods us with invitations to merge with it, to run with it, and to expand with it. Our limited
self is baffled by the multitude of choices. We trap ourselves in this masochism because it's
what we've been doing for generations, complying and seeking approval and leaving our core.
I had no idea how intense those next weeks would be. I was re-activating and losing space and
time on the regular. Melting into puddles going into the medicine spontaneously on the streets
, alone, with intense emotional purging happening I had no control over.

I didn't know who I was. I would get lost in places I knew. Leave my belongings in places while I
was out. I was in between space-time.

I didn't know yet, but the next year will show me that part of my compensation and
shadow..And all the times Im leaving my field. Leaving my core.
I went to my teacher Kristina Rogers for help
She got me onto the table and moved this big giant mass that was like a heavy black ball of tar
that was in my 2nd chakra and pulled up through my center, and out my mouth. It came out as
a primal scream followed by a flood of tears.
Once I moved through my process and she did some acupuncture on me,
She asked me, Do you have something with him? I said no... She said, well, he has something
with you... You don't have any plans to travel with him? I said nope..

The next day he messaged me and said I don't know what it is, but I'm feeling like we're
supposed to know each other. Do you want to come travel with me and see what happens?
Again with the synchronicity. I said yes.
He came back to my town a few days later and we met. He was super forward in his energy with
me and it surprised me considering I had just been through a huge ego dissolution and was
pretty ungrounded. But I was getting pulled into his vortex. I was remembering him...from the
dark room. I was intrigued and curious about what this was.
We had traveled for a full year, during 2013 doing international medicine tours, and spending
time with the indigenous in Hermosillo. I had witnessed hundreds of people's journeys.
Was a tremendous learning and adventure. Also hellish at times.
I bore witness to a great many, profound breakthrough experiences that changed people's lives
forever. Not all of them were bad. Witnessing them in those revelations and expansions and
contractions...those knowings people were coming into.
Receiving the full transmission of truth, of the divine. You can't un-see it or unknow it. Each
time I'd witness someone "getting it"coming through the kaleidoscope of emotions and coming
into a layer of truth, of remembrance. It echoes through all the layers of life experiences, truths,
pains, fears, deaths, rebirths, joys that have ever been lived.
I got to truly understand the tenderness, care and gentleness that is needed to meet people in
this super expanded, very delicate state. People are like newborn babies.
 woman who owned a rehab in the outskirts of town gave us a home to live in after we
A
facilitated a bunch of sessions with the patients there. The rehab was mostly full of teens and
young men in their 20's.
As a part of the exchange, I taught an intuitive movement class there where we worked with
emotional processing.
I learned as the year went on, how completely irresponsible, dangerous and destructive his
practices were.
There were many fires and explosions. We went up many hills and down many mountains and
walked through many valleys. As time went on I witnessed more and more psychological,
emotional, and physical abuse. He would abuse people in the medicine, Including me, the
grandfathers, and his mother.
People were being overdosed, suffering PTSD from his administering, and/or re-traumatized.
Many, not coming out with good results.
We worked consistently 7 days a week with barely any days off. The days off we had we were
traveling to the next location, to serve a group of 20-30 people. Then leave, and travel, arrive at
the next locale and do it again. Was non stop. I fell into my warrior thing of "keeping up" even
though at a certain point I said enough. I need a break, and so do you. He got mad at me and

hastily angrily drove me to the airport and said GO go home. So I could have a rest while he
kept going.
This person had an unwillingness to face the deep terror he lived within the core of his being.
He allowed his unintegrated, fragmented parts, unconscious and in a lot of deep pain, to
control, dominate, psychologically manipulate, abuse and humiliate people that came to him
for help as he projected what happened to him onto others. He takes the medicine with people
and goes out of control. He is an addict who moved from crack to toad one high octane
experience to another, with a wish and intention to "toad every human".
Through what I saw was happening to people and the disintegration people were experiencing,
his unwillingness to talk with them or support them after they were fragmented because of
being served way too much medicine and layering medicines, I knew there had to be a new
normal around medicine work.
Through each and every session, these experiences confirmed what I am here for in this
lifetime. A bridge builder, a doula. I hadn't a call to serve medicine, but to support the
unfoldings of the transformations.
 fter one long leg of travel in Europe, and a 40 hr drive from Cancun to Sonora. In a hotel I
A
looked into my eyes in the mirror and said to myself.. You are lost Antonia. You're lost.
I was getting estranged from my family, and things were getting weirder, He was becoming
more controlling and manipulative. I knew he was lying because I could read his mind.
Right after that moment with myself in the mirror, He hands me his phone, with a text from a
woman we both knew, a woman who coordinated retreats for us, and was a kind of mother-like
figure, who was also very psychic.
The text said- "My heart is broken. I'm so sorry to hear the news, that you both are lost. You've
gotten lost..."
That was it..
Another series of synchronicities and truths revealed that God graced me and got me the hell
out of that situation and on a plane home 2 days later. I took time to recover from that intense
experience and feel so many things I need to unpack. In the witnessing and safety of my dear
friends I was able to process all of that.


INTEGRATIVE BEST PRACTICES BEING A PART OF
THE NEW STANDARD


Back home, I got into my groove, seeing clients for hands-on healing energy work and spiritual
counseling.
I devoted my time and energy and resources to continue my own healing and studies and to
learn about the nature of trauma: To understand the fuller shapes of how it moves and morphs,
how to track, process, sequence, reconsolidate, integrate and transform trauma.
This was the beginning of the development of a fully integrative framework, Inclusive of the
body, self and soul, with the support from my teachers and mentors.
In 2014 I signed up for a training with my teachers in Mexico: Diamond and River Jameson of
the Living Freedom Program- Total Integration.
In some of my retreats before this training, and in a lot of medicine work, there was a focus on
higher chakras and meditation practices. They didn’t bring as much focus on deepening into
exploring and understanding the emotional body and what is there, stored in the lower centers.
With Living Freedom, their approach was more inclusive of the full chakra system as well as the
etheric body, depth psychology and how each one resonantes and how they all relate to one
another and inform one another. Through the course of this training, I began to really get clear
about the nature of my unconscious emotional wounding and how to actually begin to heal it.
I got to spend more time learning about the young baby part of me that feels undernourished,
sad and angry. The part that finds it hard to receive nourishment because nourishment I
equated to being anxious and toxic... so I was rejecting before I could be rejected...I was
rejecting myself too..projecting this early experience onto my world.
Feeling at times the whispers or the screams of the feeling of failure that would pop up in my
field, with a curl of someone's lip, or a look my unconscious would perceive as disapproving
...even when I wasn't really failing at anything. Or even small mistakes that felt like failures.
It was all codependence, a pattern to please and appease in order to avoid my core fears and
feelings. the part of me that kept leaving my field and looking to others to get a sense of myself.
It was something like..You have it, I know what you need, I want it, so I'll just do it for you
because, I can't have any needs, because they will just be rejected anyway. I would feel some
level of shame for even having a need. so there's this double bind.
In the training, I excitedly peeled back deep layers of conditioning through the body centered
practices I later realized were influenced by Barbara Brennan's work, Bioenergetics, NLP Past
Life regressions, soul reclamations, group work, meditation sessions and ceremony.
I fathomed the impacts of multigenerational trauma, ancestral trauma, collective trauma, the
depths of cellular memory, and the unconscious. It was becoming more and more clear and
super exciting.
I started my one on one practice of intuitive body work utilizing spiritual guidance, somatic
therapy and Breathwork in my sessions with clients.

I 've since devoted my life to the full integrative studies: somatic experiencing, parts work,
Hakomi, presencing, Gestalt, the medicine wheel, vision questing, hypnosis and many other
modalities for navigating the multidimensional aspects of being and healing the core wound,
coming home to our authentic core, reconsolidating early experiences and re claiming a new
reality.
We as a humanity are living out our many traumas. We do the things we do because at the root
is a core wound: deep personal, ancestral, and collective traumas that drive our behavior
survival/coping strategies. Our patterns are self repeating. The intelligence of this is the
impulse to heal.

OVERCONSUMPTION & UNDER-INTEGRATION

Over the years, I hear people saying they come to the medicine to get a
“reset”, or a “tune up” a “Top up”..
Perhaps there’s a temporary relief, feeling of connection, lucidity.
Then, We might go back to doing more of the same in life.
The shiny new expansive experience of the self and shiny perception of reality dissipates, and
boom, we are in pattern and more of the same merry go round…
we are at risk of perpetuating the same mistakes as humans. over consuming and being in our
pattern giving our power away, looking outside ourselves toward someone or something
outside ourselves to “fix” or “heal us”
Some psychoactive plant medicines are limited in resources, like iboga and ayahuasca. The
rainforest is being annihilated and so are their ecosystems.
I hear many say they come to the medicine for the community for the love, and the heart
connection…This last one is powerful..
It would be a dream if all communities had more people to come in and support in processing
multigenerational trauma and empowering our humanity with psychoeducation and tools
without having to use earth’s limited medicines unwittingly.
There are many articles I read that imply psychedelics to be a magic pill… how people come to
evangelize them, which imparts overuse to a culture that has been schemed by way of quick fix
dopamine response driven gratifications that have been proliferating addiction in our culture.
Turning those addictive quick fix energies toward the use of imperiling plants and beings like
Ayahuasca, Iboga and Toad medicine.
The glamorization of these very powerful medicines insinuates big promises without
emphasizing, and highlighting the consequential significance of trauma informed skill sets,

psychoeducation, survival strategy/character strategy education, navigation tools and
understandings about what opening up these portals could and will entail. This is where the
rubber meets the road in relation to harm reduction on all the levels.
How does this relate to addiction?
Addictions are directly related to trauma. Addictions are thought patterns, habits and
distractions to help suppress feelings and emotions that in the past have been unacceptable and
unsafe to feel. This denial of emotions is at the core of what so many of us have experienced as
relational trauma.

Truly, what the soul is wanting is to illuminate the unconscious and have a direct experience of
the divinity they are, of truth, to experience ourselves as our deepest essence and to reveal and
heal what is at the crux of what we are afraid to feel.
The fears and somatic responses are oftentimes one the first things or at least the second thing
we meet in medicine space.

THE PSYCHEDELIC NATURE OF SOMATIC
THERAPY AND THE VALUE IN PREP WORK
The psychedelic journey itself is just one small aspect. Like a dream within a dream. The
medicine informs our waking dream.
The kind of medicine that somatic therapy gives is the gift that keeps on giving. It supports the
soul’s evolution multidimensionally.. Across all lifetimes, timelines and generations.
We can lessen consumption of limited resource medicines when we have the shapes, the maps
tools and the DMT from the plants already in open communication and encoded in our biology.
The value, deep healing and wisdom gained in the preliminary and integration sessions help
find shapes and somatically map, giving context and meaning. This creates bridges to what is
wanting to be held, felt, and healed in the medicine space.
We’re working in a multidimensional somatic approach to deep healing rooted in an
understanding of the silent language of the body.
By focusing on the moment-by-moment unfolding of our somatic awareness, it allows us to
access the unconscious core beliefs that shape our response to trauma.
Somatic work holds the body to be a window to unconscious psychological material, and trained
practitioners work to help those in therapy identify somatic indicators (chronic physical

patterns, habitual gestures, bodily tension, etc.) of unconscious beliefs and then bring these
indicators into awareness, thus aiding the process of change. Somatic therapy is a type of
experiential psychotherapy in which the client's present experience is used to access “core
material” such as beliefs, ...
We can learn how to how to work with our patterning and somatic/emotional memory to move
from fragmentation through re-consolidation of past experience into the here and now, and
into a new experience, new agreements and a new reality.
The practice in pacing, gaining the tools , becoming well versed in tracking, accessinging core
material and being lovingly present with the fullness of our body as spirit and soul are the
foundations that support the unfoldings the medicine brings to light….
Through the prep work and integration work, we know how to process and become aware of our
pathologies and inner ecologies. This prevents any potential for retraumatization and actually
anchors in new pathways and new connections authentic to our core.
Without this work, oftentimes people can stay in the patterns/survival strategies that coopt life
and fuel our projections. This can cause people to keep consuming limited resourced medicine
or look outside of themselves.. What Somatic Therapy does is empower our essence in a way
psychedelic medicine alone can't.

In my work with many people and couples in the last 8 years of my practice, each person has
been able to go so much deeper in the ability to navigate, receive, work with and inside of what
the medicine is bringing.
It allows us the capacity to be present with more, to suffer less, and to understand how to
converse with the consciousness of the medicine.
We get to have a direct experience in therapy in expanding awareness to include the fullness of
direct experience with the sacredness of the wisdom and intelligence of the body and the
messages it holds, which is truely psychedelic.
We get to have a direct experience in the fulfillment of what can happen, the possibilities of
what can happen, as we inhabit our fully embodied experience inclusive of the wholeness of
the moment.
We get to fill out, and occupy places we've been contracted from.
We explore the questions, How do I see and treat myself? What does that do to my body?
There is a universe of possibilities that can happen as we practice and welcome the body
expressing beingness and having an experience of love for yourself and from others.. This is
reconsolidation.

With adequate screening and preparation & integration in presencing practices in trauma
informed somatic therapy we can learn,
Is working with medicine actually safe for me?
Is working with medicine going to be supportive to me and where I am in my process at this
time?
Why am I doing this?
What are the questions I want to ask my soul?
What are my Intentions?
What offerings am I going to give?
Why is that important to me?
How do I imagine I’ll do it?
Among lots of other questions about health, history, relationships, family history, habits,
resources, community, practices, diet, exercise etc..
I would love to be seeing more articles around the nature of trauma and equal support in
working with medicine, what to look for in a facilitator.
What they should be asking you Awareproject.org
And what you should be asking them
https://csp.org/docs/code-of-ethics-for-spiritual-guides
If best practices were made available to people, and a safety standard was regular practice,
there would be no casualties. No one would die or get hurt… maybe an ego death. But not
leave the planet at the hands of malpractice, lack of preparation and abuse of power.

RECIPROCITY
Sacred reciprocity is a vital note in the harmonics of existence. It is happening all the time
whether we are conscious or unconscious of how we engage. We get out what we put in. We
take something, we give something, we care for the earth, the earth is well, we are well. We
don't, we get sick. Reciprocity is the key that restores balance to a presently imbalanced world.
The way we have forgotten this essential principle has led to the extraction and extinction of
indigenous peoples, indigenous lands, indigenous wisdom traditions, plants, amphibians and
ecosystems, amidst the global expansion of psychedelics.
We are all a part of this web. In our relationship to the medicine, we are all inside of the
conversation about supporting indigenous survival and thrival. This includes being a part of
returning power, agency and resources to the original people.
Also bringing it into your hearts that “People” also include plant people, rock people, water
person, animal people etc…Indigenous to a particular land. To take care.

You can make a donation when you notice the medicine blessing you and your life as an
expression of reciprocity, or consistent donations to organizations supporting the initiatives to
keep peoples, cultures, traditions alive and thriving.
Ancestral Heart, The Fountain, & The Way Back Home are organizations that are dedicated to
the preservation and deeper understanding of ancient ritual and indigenous wisdom.

THE RAINBOW BRIDGES SCHOOL OF
INTEGRATIVE HEALING

In 2018, in a meditation I was shown a format for a training in a Wholistically
integrative program called Rainbow bridges. It is a year-long immersive series of 7 in
person retreats and 2 online meetings. It is a sojourn into the soul.
I believe that a good therapeutic alliance depends largely on the personhood and state of
mind of the guide. We can only take people as far as we’ve gone.
This is a programme, guiding healers, therapists, community web weavers, and body
workers to learn Somatic assisted self discovery.
In The Rainbow Bridges we use the interpersonal matrix as a kind of medicine.
We have had 2 rounds of cohorts successfully completed the program.

I have launched a fully integrative school centered in the paradigm of becoming part of
the solution in the medicine world and in our lives. .
Its been such an honor and inspiration and privilege to co-create and cultivate the
conditions for emergence, remembrance and wholeness with these loves.
And to get to traverse the innerverses and universes with the cohorts in this experiential
interpersonal leadership training.

THE RAINBOW BRIDGES COHORT 2021!

It is my gift and mission to support us in realizing & embodying our essential nature to
lead an undefended life of authenticity- to love deeper, and deeper, and deeper.
I continue my own personal growth by staying devoted to my practices and by nurturing
relationships and alliances, and sacred council group work. I am continuing to listen,
learn, discover, expand my toolkit, live in curiosity, and practice fully inhabiting my soul
in order to be guided toward where I am and allow the intimacy of my heart to touch all
the worlds.

I live and work in the Berkshires with my love, my Husband,, Roger Ingraham our
lil’ dog Quest the Infinite, and our 6 chickens, Celestia, Amber, Cayenne, Latifah,
Ashland, & Susan.
I am so deeply grateful for Roger, the purity and clarity of his heart, his immense
inspiring creativity and interdimensional oceanic/cosmic depths of wisdom. I'm
grateful for the gift of our relationship and all of the incredible ways we dive, play,
inquire, explore, discover, create and grow together.

We live in community, in Berkshire County, MA with our dear friends, Azura,
Delia, Sarah, & Lev co-creating sacred healing spaces, rites of passage, vision
quests, retreats and events, couple's work, medicine journeys, men's and women's
work - and reweaving the tapestry of meaningful tribe and multi-generational
connection in the remembrance of regenerative living.

Me & Rog

Quest the infinite and Ashland

